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Treatment of Self-Injury by a
Reinforcement Plus Interruption
Procedure
Nathan H. Azrin
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and •
Anna Mental Health Center

·A minimally lntrusiv~ training proc~dur~ was ~alU4Ud with rwo s~~rdy self·in}u·
rious r~tarded p~rsons. TM procedure consist~d of brii!f respons~·conting~nt inter·
ruptions of ulf-injury, and diff~r~ntial uitrforurnent of incompatible functional IHhaviors (DRJ ). TM program was found ro b~ mor~ tff~crive for both panicipanrs than
diff~r~ntial reinforcement for non·self-injury (DROJ, DR/ alone. instructional prompt·
ing. and for one subject, mort tfftcrivt than interruption a/on~. Whtn th~ training
was at~ndtd from th~ c!JJ.ssroom utting to th~ ward situaJion, stlf-injury occurred
aJ a n~ar·uro l~el during follow-up conducted by tht ward staff. Tht rtinforcem~nt
plus interruption proc~dur~ h.olds promist as a rdaJiv~ly nonaversiv~ and tfftctiv~
mtthod for eliminating s~lf-illjury.

A reinforcement-interruption program recently was found to be an effective and
relatively non-intrusive treannent for self-stimulatory behaviors (Azrin & Wesolowski, l980). That procedure consisted primarily of interrupting each selfstimulatory behavior by brief (2 min) and gentle manual restraint. while providing
a high frequency of reinforcement for non-stimulating behaviors.
The present study evaluated the effe.ct of the reinforcement-interruption procedure on self-injurious behavior. The study also attempted a comparison of that
method with several alternative training methods which have been used for
Reprint requests !TlllY be addressed to Nathan H. Azrin or Victoria A. Besalel, Psychology Depan·
ment. Nova University, 3301 CoUege Ave., Ft. L.luderdale. Aorida 33314.
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treating self-injury: social extinction (Lovaas, Freitag, Gold, & Kassorla, 1965),
differential reinforcement for non-injury or "ORO" (Peterson & Peterson. 1968),
differential reinforcement for incompatible behavior or "ORr (Tarpley & Schroeder, 1979), and manual interruption (Schroeder, Peterson, Solomon, & Artley,
1977). The results of this study would provide useful information about the
comparative effectiveness of these previously u~d behavior procedures as well
as about the reinforcement plus interruption procedure as a possible alternative.
The reinforcement component of this procedure was designed to strengthen
alternative behaviors which were incompatible with self-injury and ..functional"
in the sense that nawral reinforcers could be expected to follow from the behavior
once they were established. The interruption component was designed to: (a)
prevent injury by limiting the duration of each episode, (b) limit intrinsic reinforcement which might be associated with the self-injury, (c) provide a timeout
from the programmed reinforcement being delivered as well as from reinforcement which might be associated with other ongoing activities, and (d) provide
a period of relaxation and inactivity to reverse the agitated emotional state usually
ass~iated with the self-injurious episodes.

·.
EXPERIMENT 1
Method

Subject. The subject, "Helen", was a 35-year-old woman diagnosed as severely
retarded with a Vineland Social Age Equivalence of 3.8 years, and a recorded
Stanford Binet of 30. She had been institutionalized for 30 years. Her language
consisted primarily of brief curses, threats or demands . Except for the first six
months of life. she bad been in foster homes or in institutions. She slapped her
face and bit her arms, each episode being accompanied by loud slapping sounds
which permitted relatively easy response detection and observer reliability. The
behavior resulted in visible swelling, bruises, redness and lacerations.
Recording. A trained observer recorded on a recording sheet whether face slapping or arm biting occurred during consecutive 15-sec intervals. During conditions in which manual interruption was employed for self-injury, these interruption periods were deleted from the observations and data calculations. A
second trained observer was used during approximately 20% of the observation
periods. Observer reliability was always 90% or greater because of the clear
nature of the behavior.

Classroom setting. Part of the study occurred in a classroom-type situation in
which the participant was seated alone at a table displaying various toys. games,
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and objects with which she could play. These sessions lasted approximately two
hours during· a day.

.

Ward situation. When the participant was not in·class, she was observed in her
ward living situation for about four hours per day. As is common in such
situations, she had the oppo!DJDity to watch TV and interact with residents and
staff, but organiZed acti~ties were not the rule .

•.

Treatment Procedures
Boseline or instructional prompting consisted of no general interaction by the
trainer, with the exception that a verbal or manual prompt to play with the table
materials was given about once every minute in order to simulate a common
type of instructional situation.
Social Extinction consisted of not interacting with the participant in any way,
especially during self·injury, in an effort to avoid· unintended reinforcement of
the self·injury. The trainer interacted only by leading her back to her seat if she
left the classroom table.
The Interruption procedure consisted of interacting with the participant only
by intenupting each self·injurious episode for two minutes. As soon as she struck
herself, the trainer immediately told her to stop and gently guided her bands to
a resting position in her lap or on the table. The trainer remained standing behind
her for the two minutes assuring that the hands remained in a fairly still position.
The trainer applied only touch contact, or merely shadowed the· hands as long
as the hands were not moving. No praise or conversation was provided except
to tell her initially to keep her bands in her lap and away from her head. If the
hands were moving at the end of the scheduled two minute period, the duration
was extended until five seconds elr?Sed without hand movement.
The DRO (Differential Reinforcement of Non-injury) procedure consisted of
reinforcing the participant following periods in which self·injury did not occur.
The ORO interval was initially S sec, i.e., a reinforcer was given every S sec,
so long as self·injury had not occurred. If self-injury occurred, the next reinforcer
was givenS sec from the time of the self-injury.The time between reinforcements
was doubled successively whenever five consecutive reinforcers had been given
without an intervening self-injurious response. The ORO duration was halved
when self-injury was so frequent as to cause a period equal to five ORO intervals
to elapse without a reinforcer delivery. The minimum duration was S sec under
this ''titrating" schedule; the maximum was set at 2 min.
The reinforcers used had been identified earlier and included stroking, praise
and various snack items. The stroking and snacks were accompanied by. a statement as to why it was given, "Good, you are not hurting yourself," and were
given at the scheduled time even if she were only sitting quietly.
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The DRI (Dijferenlial Reinforcement of Incompatible Behavior) procedu
re
was identical to the ORO except that reinforcement was delivered for the
first.
play, social, or other appropriate behavior which occmred after the ORI interVa
l
bad elapsed. (In contrast, the ORO scheaule provided a reinforcer deliver
y at
the moment the interval elapsed so long as no self-injury was emitted). Again,
the_ participant was given an explanation at the time of reinforcement: "Good,
you are playing with the puzzle and are not hitting yourself."
The DRI Plus Interruption procedure was a combination of the interruption
procedure and the ORI procedure. Whenever a self-injurious response occurre
d,
the trainer imposed the two minute period of interruption; a reinforcer was
given
for any appropriate behavior at the time specified by the ORI schedule describ
ed
above.

Experimental Design and Procedure
Five- sessions were conducted under the baseline (instructional prompting)
procedure after which the five training procedures were introduced for one
day
each in the class setting in the following random sequence: (1) ORO, (2)
social
extinction, (3) ORI, (4) interruption, (5) ORI plus interruption, and (6) baselin
e
(three sessions). Each session was approximately six hours in duratio
n.
Three sessions of baseline were then conducted both in the class and in
the
ward. Since the ward situation provided natural opportunities for interaction,
the
extra instructional prompts were not scheduled there. The ORI plus interrup
tion
procedure was then initiated in the classroom but not on the ward, thereby
providing a .multiple baseline control. The procedure was then initiated on
the
ward; after several days, the class situation was discontinued. The ward
staff
were instructed and encouraged to carry out the procedure. In the class, the
appropriate.behavior designated for reinforcement was play activity; on the
ward,
reinforced behavior included social interaction, self-care skills and incomp
atible
postures such as folding the anns together. The duration of the interruption was
gradually reduced such that eventually a momentary interruption of a few seconds
was used.
TABLE I

PerceDtage ollllten als Ia wldcb Selr-lu,JIII'f Occurre d lor Belea Ia a CIIUSl'OO
m-type
Sbaado a ror Baselflle, Dlfl'ereadal Relafon: emeat or Other Behavio
r (DRO), Social
Edacdo u, DUrenu dal Relatorc ement or Iacompatlhle Bebavior (DRI), lnterrap
Uoa, aad
Combined DRI plus Interrup tion, aad BueiiDe.

Baseline
Pre

Baseline

Social

(5 days)

ORO

Extinction

DRI

539&

30%

539&

611%

Ilimmption

DRI plus
Inmmption

(3 days)

25%

15%

56%

Post

Percent of

interVals
witb self·
injury

.•

'
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Results
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Table 1 shows the percentage of intervals in which a self-injurious response
occurred during the several procedures. The· results show that the Social Extinction and DRl procedures had little effect; the ORO and Interruption procedure
reduced self-injury by about 50% from baseline and the DRl plus intenuption
reduced self-injury by approximately 70%.
Figure 1 shows the course of the chmges in self-injury. When the DRI plus
intenuption procedure was initiated in the class, self-injury decreased to 8% on
the first day, 4% on the fifth day and averaged 1.0% duiing the remaining 14
sessions. On the ward during baseline, self-injury occurred during .32% of the
intervals during the same seven days on which it was averaging 3. 7% under the
DRI plus intclTUption procedure in the class situation. When the procedure was
begun in· the ward situation, self-injury decreased to 0.63% on the fmt day and
averaged 2.0% duririg the next 11 sessions.
Visual observation indicated that after treabnent the self-injurious responses
were greatly reduced in severity. generally consisting of a slight touch of the
face.
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FIGURE 1. Treatment or selt·laJUI'Y of a seYereJy retarded woman. The resulls are expressed
In terms of tbe perceatage or lntenaJs In whJcb one or more self·lajurious respousa oc:curred.
The upper portion of tbe Opre Is for tbe dassroom sttaadon, tbe lower pordon for the ward
situadon. BueJIDe CODSisted of IDslrucdonaJ prompting. Social atiacdOD CODSisted Of DO 111teracdODo DRO represenls cWI'ermdaJ reJntorcement Cor tbe absence of self·laJUI')'. DRI deslpates cWI'erential remton:ement for Incompatible, appropriate behaviors. The Interruption
procedure combted of lnterrupdug self·lajurious responses. DRI & lntenuption Is a combiDIIdon of the two procedans. The dotted line destpates the time wben the DRI & IDterrapdon
procedure was Initiated and dU!'ers In time between tbe dass and ward situation.
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EXPERIMENT l
Method
Subject. The subject of this experiment, "Louis," was a 20-year-old male diagnosed as cerebral palsied and profoundly retarded with a Vineland Social Age
equivalent of 0.9.years. He was confined to a wheelchair, blind and non-verbal
but responded appropriately to simple directives such as "Give me your band."
He resided in a private nursing home and bad been institutionalized most of his
life. His self-injurious behavior consisted of striking his nose, forehead and chin
with great force such that his nose and face were swollen and lacerated. He also
bit his band resulting in visible teeth marks. Much of his self-injury seemed
spontaneous, but some of it occurred when be was required to follow ward
routines. He also exhibited aggression toward others, including bitting, biting
and kicking, screaming (non-speech) and butting with his head.
Treatment Procedures and Experimental Design
The same training procedures were used in the classroom .as in Experiment
1 but in a different random sequence: (1) social extinction, (2) DRI plus interruption, (3) intemlption, (4) ORO, (5) baseline (instructional prompting), and
(6) DRI. Each procedure was presented for one day in the individual class setting
for approximately five hours per day. Next, five sessions of baseline were taken
both in the classroom and in the ward situation for about three hours each, after
which the DRI plus interruption procedure was instituted in the classroom only.
The procedure was identical to that used in Experiment 1, with one exception.
In this case, since the self-injury interfered seriously with the reinforcement
procedure, the ttainer also shadowed the subject's arms and blocked striking
movements toward the bead. Attempts at self-injury were considered as selfinjurious responses for scoring and interruption purposes. After seven sessions
of the modified DRI plus interruption, the blocking was discontinued. While the
DRI plus interruption prQCedure was being conducted in class, continued baseline
ol5servations in the ward situation provided a multiple baseline control. The
TABLE2
PerceDtap oflatenals fa wbkb Self-lajury Occurred Cor Loafs fa a CJusroom•type

Situation Cor SodaJ Ex1foctlon, DUrenntfal RefoCorcement of Incompatible Behavior (DRI)
plas laterruptfon, laterruptfon, Duterendal RefoCorcement of Otber Bebavfor (DRO),

Baseline, DRJ, and Baselbse.
Social

Pcrl:em of
iDtava1s
wilh self·
injury

Extinction

DRI plus
lnlemlplion

Interruption

DRO

Baseline

DRJ

3CH&

scr.

79&

2Scr.

23CI.

27'11

Baseline
sessions)

(S

30'1.
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FIGURE2!I'reatmeat of self·I!Qury of a profoundly retarded, blind, nODIUDbulatory man. The
results are expressed iD terms or the percentage of Intervals i.a which one or more self·bQurioua
respoDSeS oecurred. The upper pardon of the figure Is for the dassroom situadoa, the lower
pordoo for the ward situation. Basellue coaslsted of IDstrucdonaJ prompting. Social estfacdoa
consisted of no IDteraetfoa. DRO represents differential relnforcemeat for the absence of self·
bQury. DRI deslpates differential reinforcement for lncompadble, appropriate bebavlors. The
IDterrupdoa procedure coasisted of IDterrupdng self·I!Qurious respoDSeS. DRI & laterrapdon
Is a combllladoa of the two procedures. The dotted line designates the time wllea the DRI &
laterrapdoa procedure was initiated and differs In time between the class and ward situation.
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procedure was initiated in rhe ward after twelve sessions of its use in rhe class
alone. The special class was rhen discontinued and the procedure conducted all
day in rhe ward; about seven hours of observation were made each day. Since
this subject was ambulatory, the range of reinforced activities on rhe ward also
included ward care activities .
Results

r

Table 2 shows rhe percentage of intervals in which a self-injurious response
ocCUITed during each of rhe training procedures. Approximately the same per·
centage of self-injury was exhibited during rhe instructional prompted baseline.
social extinction. ORI and ORO procedures. The interruption procedure and the
ORI plus interruption both resulted in a level of self-injury equal to about onefourth rhe level of the other procedures.
Figure 2 shows rhe temporal changes in self-injury. When the ORI plus
interruption program was instituted in the classroom situation, self-injury was
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decreased to approximately 4% and progressively decreased funher to less than
1% of observed intervals. During the concurrent observations in· the ward, self·
injury remained at a high level until the DRI plus interruption procedure was
instituted, at wbich time it decreased immediately to less than 2%.
The wounds and swelling were absent shortly after the DRI plus interruption
procedure was introduced in both situations. In addition. the few recorded ep.
isodes of self-injury appeared to be greatly reduced in magnitude and/or primarily
precipitated by the imposition of ward routine requirements.
DISCUSSION
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The DRI plus interruption procedure was effective in reducing the self-injury
of both persons in the class situation as well as in the general living situation.
In both cases, the self-injury was reduced to near zero levels. The duration of
the interruption period was eventually reduced to a momentary event or to a
gestural insttuction for the person to sit still for a moment. The duration between
reinforcers was eventually increased to the point where the ward and program
staff provided little more than regularly scheduled recreational and instructionBI
activities. The procedure seemed relatively nonaversive in that the minimal
manual guidance during the interruption component produced relatively little
emotional reaction. These results were in accord with those obtained with the
same procedure applied to self-stimulation (Azrin & Wesolowski, 1980).
The DRI plus interruption procedure was found to be more effective than the
other procedures tested. The least effective procedures were social extinction in
wbich participants were provided with no interaction, and the baseline procedure
in which only intennittent instructional prompting was provided. The ORO and
DRI procedures wbich provided reinforcement in the interaction were intennediatc in effectiveness. Surprisingly, the simple and seldom used interruption
procedure was effective for both participants and may be the principal factor in
tbe effectiveness of the DRI plus interruption combination. Interruption alone
was very effective with Subject 2, perhaps because it immediately followed the
DRI plus interruption procedure for that subject. Because of some differences
in relative effectiveness between persons, a definitive rank ordering must await
study with additional self-injurious persons.
Acknowkdgement-Wannesc apprecillliou is given to R. C. Steck for admiJiisaative support and to
Jolm FiiZpalrick and Jerry Maurer for much of the trai.nins and recording. The stUdy was conducted
while the audlors were al the Anna Mental Heallb and Developmental Cenrcr.
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